
EYELASH OF NATURE
Viewpoint of the Fjords Design, Norway
We find the wonders of nature have created a unique fjord landscape in the Norwegian country. People 
seem to be very negligible here. In this design, we try to use non-radical means  without the damage to 
natural scenery and employ the existing piers to create a viewing system. Uncleared landslides gravel 
help the construction with minimize damage to the site while creating a variety of viewing experiences. 
Meanwhile, we set a central point of view with people based on the best social distance. 
The measure of this design focuses on fingd a way to blend tiny landscape designs with grand natural 
landscapes to create a wonderful and laconic system.
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Lighting Design within aurora experience

Design the light strip and the sensing device so that it automatically goes out when the 
person steps on so that we can illuminate the Viewpoint at night without affecting the 

aurora experience

STEP 1 
Prefabricated mesh cage

STEP 3
Fill gravel into the cage 
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STEP 2
Take and use landslide gravel in the fjord

Landscape Pier Generation Process

Norway is considered one of the most beautiful countries in the world thanks to its rugged nature with aurora 
snaking glaciers, mountain areas in the interior that resemble natural fortresses. 

We choose the site near the town Geiranger.  Because Geiranger has been named the best travel destination 
in Scandinavia by Lonely Planet. The objective of the design, Viewpoint of the Fjords, consists in proposing 
a space for contemplation and admiration of the environment that will produce an exchange between 

landscape and spectator. A space where nature plays a key role.

Site Analysis

Regenerate the Pier Generate the Viewpoint

The way to build a pier 
with minimal environmental damage

The way to build a viewpoint 
with The most comfortable social distance
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